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Chaz Bundick Meets the Mattson 2’s Star Stuff is a mutually beneficial
collaboration where each contributor smooths out the kinks in the other’s
recent work. Bundick is the architect of Toro y Moi, which arrived as part
of the chillwave movement but has gradually blossomed into an auteur
project dictated by Bundick’s whims alone.Though he’s yet to make a bad
album, Bundick’s recent music has suggested that he could benefit from
the freedom afforded to frontman status rather than toiling away as a
studio hermit. The Mattson 2, meanwhile, are a pair of brothers whose
minimal and purposeful music straddles the line between surf and jazz.
They’re masters of deceptive simplicity, and those with knowledge of
chord voicing and counterpoint may appreciate them more than the
layman; they’re music-school faves alongside acts like Vulfpeck, Hiatus
Kaiyote and Snarky Puppy.

The strong rhythmic anchor that the Mattson 2 provides allows Bundick to stretch out his ideas over a broader, live-
band canvas. Meanwhile, Bundick—acting as both musician and producer here—brings to the table a textural
intricacy that’s lacking on the Mattsons’ records. The margins of these songs are rich with ornamental details, like
beads of pearly guitar and a zither that calls to mind the great ambient master Laraaji’s collaborations with Blues
Control and Sun Araw.

There’s an attention to detail here that’s lacking in a lot of other casual-jam albums. It would be one thing if Bundick
and the Mattsons were content to simply let the best moments of their jams wander onto wax. But they’re clearly
working towards the end goal of a complete record. Albums like this tend to succeed by letting us live vicariously
through the fun their makers must have had in the studio. Not this one. Though long stretches float by in an
improvised haze, they’re anchored by pop cuts that provide structure and demonstrate specific intent.

Two titanic pop tunes provide the meat of Star Stuff. “JBS” feels like a ‘70s pop-rock song, perhaps one penned by
Todd Rundgren or Lindsey Buckingham, stretched out over seven minutes that still feel short by the eventual
fadeout. At eight minutes, “Don’t Blame Yourself” resembles the stoned Revolver revivalism of early Tame Impala—
especially when Bundick comes in with his self-help lyrics: “Everybody goes through it too/ Don’t just think it’s only
for you.”

But Bundick’s first line doesn’t arrive for 13 minutes, and most of the songs here are instrumental jams. The first two,
“Sonmoi” and “A Search,” are harmless scene-setters, and “Cascade” carries the album out with some ambient
noodling that’s liable to make you forget you’re listening to a studio album. The only tracks that could have been
excised appear between the pop songs, namely “Steve Pink”—which seems satisfied with itself for not being in 4/4
rather than for doing anything exciting—and “Disco Kid,” which features some interesting production wizardry (digital
crows, a tinny phone filter), but is ultimately ephemeral.

Still, these are robust and completely realized jams, owing both to the obvious technical chops of their creators and
the intent to make a fully-formed work that transcends the novelty of combined forces. This thing gets by on real
chemistry. It’s a good enough one-off that its collaborators could never record together again and still leave us with
a solid legacy. But I wouldn’t complain if they made this partnership a regular occurrence, and maybe even invited
more friends and luminaries to jam with them to create a sort of NorCal answer to Josh Homme’s Desert Sessions.
Imagine, say, if Tony Allen hopped on the kit behind these guys for some psychedelic Afrobeat workouts. Or if they
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gave that zither they had lying around to Laraaji and had him run it through some of his electronics. It’s fun to dream,
but that doesn’t take away from the joy of sitting back and listening to the great music they’ve already made.
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